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tlie Aberystwith and the Shrewsbury mints, and I give
hereafter my reasons for forming this opinion.
Secondly. It is important as contradicting the state-
ment of Folkes, p. 83, when he tells us that—
" The Open Book was used as a mint-mark from October
1637, until 10 July, 1641, and that it was afterwards resumed
on coins in 1643, supposed to have been struck at Oxford."
And this paragraph being reproduced without remark by
Mr. Hawkins, I conclude that this gentleman has not
met with a coin with the Open Book m.m., and dated 1642.
And, thirdly. It is curious as having on the reverse
but one plume; and I am not aware that a halfcrown of
Charles I. has yet been published with this peculiarity.
The coronet from which the plume issues is peculiar, and
has no bands beneath it, and the declaration differs some-
what in abbreviation from any coin struck at Oxford,
Bristol, Chester,1 or Exeter. It reads—
RELIG: PHOT. LEG. ANGL. LIBERT. PARL.
My reasons for considering this coin to be the connect-
ing link between the Aberystwith and Shrewsbury mints
I will now state.
' Mr. Hawkins, p. 181, thus writes respecting a half-
crown which he thinks might have been struck at Shrews-
bury:—
" There is one halfcrown which is dated 1642, without the
letters OX, which appears to belong to the Aberystwith family ;
it is -without m.m., but has in the place of it four dots; the
horse's head is slightly turned towards the spectator, and very
strongly resembles in character and workmanship the pieces
with the anchor, or triangle m.m., and which were struck in
1638 and 1639. The reverse is much coarser than the obverse,
1 Mr, Hawkins appears in doubt as to the rn.m. on this coin,
the Museum specimen being imperfect. The piece in my
cabinet has the three gerbs.

